Education Unscripted Presentation

Present this information to unpack the seemingly ‘secret side’ of the teaching profession in the second of three presentations. This information addresses common misconceptions about education careers to debunk inaccurate messages and provide students with an factual view of opportunities in education professions.

An effective Education Unscripted Presentation is:

- Eye opening to the truth about the world of education
- Potentially challenging to hear as the information may contradict firmly held opinions
- Delivered in 40-50 minutes, one typical high school period

An effective Education Unscripted Presentation includes:

- Surprising information which is commonly misunderstood
- Opportunities for participants to digest the new information and ask further questions
- Evidence to support the true claims made about education

Tips for an Effective Presentation

- Read the entire presentation thoroughly
- Print out supplementary materials ahead of time
- Arrange the room to suit the needs of your presentation
- Rehearse the presentation aloud and time your rehearsal
- Ensure necessary presentation technology is functioning properly
- Clearly display and distribute materials for the presentation

This resource is part of the Sanford Inspire Program Recruitment Toolkit, a model for teacher preparation programs to engage and attract future educators. Discover more resources at SanfordInspireProgram.org